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A 

new Saudi-US initiative 
is designed to tackle 
terror financing and cut 
off the lifeline terror or-
ganisations depend on 

to carry out deadly operations.
During US President Donald 

Trump’s visit to Riyadh, a memo-
randum of understanding, signed 
by Saudi Crown Prince Moham-
med bin Nayef bin Abdulaziz and 
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, 
will involve the United States and 
Saudi Arabia collaborating with 
other Gulf Cooperation Council 
(GCC) members to create the Ter-
rorist Financing Targeting Centre 
(TFTC).

“This new [TFTC] will enhance 
existing tools and cooperation with 
partners in the Gulf to forcefully ad-
dress evolving threats,” US Treas-
ury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said 
in a statement.

“Treasury will offer the vast ex-
pertise of our Office of Terrorism 
and Financial Intelligence to this 
creative new effort. We will co-
chair the TFTC with Saudi Arabia 
and will work collaboratively with 
the countries of the [GCC] to coun-
ter these global terror networks.”

The US Treasury Department 
said the initiative aims to “identify, 
track and share information regard-
ing terrorist financial networks.”

The United States has been 
working with GCC members for 
more than a decade on curbing 
terror financing and that effort 
has stemmed some of the terror-
ist organisations’ revenue streams. 
However, the latest initiative for-
malises, codifies and plans to inten-
sify efforts between the GCC and 
Washington.

Tackling terrorism was a promi-
nent theme during Trump’s visit to 
the region to participate in the Arab 
Is lamic American Summit, with 
the call for joint action against ter-
ror organisations featuring heavily 
in his speech to Muslim leaders in 
Riyadh.

“As we deny terrorist organisa-
tions control of territory and popu-
lations, we must also strip them of 
their access to funds,” Trump said. 
“We must cut off the financial chan-
nels that let ISIS [the Islamic State] 
sell oil, let extremists pay their 
fighters and help terrorists smuggle 
their reinforcements.”

Trump applauded the GCC coun-
tries for “blocking funders from 
using their countries as a financial 
base for terror and designating Hez-
bollah as a terrorist organisation 
last year.”

Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz 
Al Saud, in a speech at the sum-
mit, said that “we confirm our de-
termination to wipe out [ISIS] … 
and other terrorist organisations, 
regardless of their religion, sect or 
thought.

“This is why we have formed the 
Islamic Military Alliance to Fight 
Terrorism, considered a pioneering 

step to besiege terrorism.”
A report in January by the Wash-

ington-based Foundation for the 
Defense of Democracies highlight-
ed that, on the anniversary of 9/11 
terror attacks in the United States, 
Qatar in 2014 signed a communiqué 
pledging to counter the financing 
of ISIS and other violent extremist 
groups.

The declaration included a vow 
to end impunity and bring culprits 

to justice. However, the report said, 
less than a month later US- and 
UN-designated terror financiers in 
the Gulf state “have not been act-
ed against,” adding that financiers 
“continue to enjoy such impunity 
in Qatar.”

Kuwaiti officials last October con-
ceded that they needed to do more 
to stop ISIS from obtaining funding 
from within Kuwait’s borders

With the new anti-financing initi-

ative, the GCC and the United States 
plan to work to neutralise “new 
and evolving terrorist networks in-
cluding ISIS, al-Qaeda, Hezbollah, 
Lashkar-e-Taiba, the Taliban and 
the Haqqani Network,” as well as 
threats emanating from “Iran, the 
Assad regime and the situation in 
Yemen.”
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A step ahead. US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson (L) exchanges a memorandum of understanding on 
countering the financing of terrorism with Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Nayef bin Abdulaziz 
in Riyadh, on May 21.                                                                                                                                                                                                                        (AFP)

The United States 
has been working 
with GCC members 
for more than a 
decade on curbing 
terror financing.

Trump’s unpredictability factor in the Middle East

F
or a young presidency 
beset by endless 
controversy, self-cre-
ated crises and failures, 
Donald Trump’s recent 
Middle East trip was a 

welcome respite from domestic 
woes and a highlight of his 
administration thus far. But how 
close are we to seeing the emer-
gence of a coherent, distinctive 
Trump policy in the region?

Several core themes have cer-
tainly emerged that distinguish 
Trump’s Middle East approach 
from that of his predecessor, 
Barack Obama, while continuing 
and somewhat intensifying existing 
policies on, say, counterterrorism.

The most obvious is his emphasis 
on rebuilding ties with traditional 
regional partners, especially Gulf 
Arab countries and Israel. Both had 
become alienated by Obama’s risk 
aversion and outreach to Iran and 
both are now clearly hoping that 
Trump’s policies will strengthen 
their hands, as he is essentially 
promising.

Key to rebuilding ties with both 
is Trump’s emphasis on opposing 
Iran’s regional ambitions. Trump 
has clearly made Washington’s 
tone towards Tehran more con-
frontational. He is maintaining the 
nuclear agreement, albeit with new 
non-nuclear sanctions, but, at least 
rhetorically, taking a much harder 
line than Obama.

He also appears to be much more 
willing to use military force, par-
ticularly in Syria where US forces 
struck regime targets three times in 
six weeks, including in support of 
rebel groups on the ground. Strikes 
in Yemen have greatly increased as 
well.

Trump is determined to re-
engage in Israeli-Palestinian peace 
efforts, taking a level of personal 
ownership of the issue Washington 
has not seen since early in Obama’s 

first term. Trump’s idea to add an 
outside-in Arab regional compo-
nent to the peace process mix tries 
to build on Washington’s restored 
regional relations to find a way 
forward between Israel and the 
Palestinians.

Finally, the administration’s 
calculated downplaying of human 
rights, insistence that Washington 
will no longer lecture its partners 
and that there will be little criticism 
of their internal policies changes 
the optics, if not the substance, of 
Washington’s traditional stance on 
American values on the interna-
tional stage.

The Trump administration prides 
itself on being transactional, not 
judgmental, and it claims that 
behind-the-scenes, quiet diplo-
macy will get more results, at 
least for detained Americans, than 
public pressure, especially when 
decoupled from any real policy 
consequences.

So there are clearly emerging 
themes that are distinctive to 
Trump’s Middle East policies but 
do they add up to a new or coher-
ent approach? A number of core 

problems suggests not, or at least 
not yet.

None of this really adds up and 
most of it is still rhetorical. The 
level of policy incoherence remains 
overwhelming. Trump adminis-
tration officials — particularly US 
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and 
UN Ambassador Nikki Haley — have 
contradicted themselves and each 
other so often it is dizzying.

In the space of a few weeks the 
administration flipped from allow-
ing that Syrian President Bashar 
Assad was a “political reality” in 
Syria they must accept to insisting 
that he must, after all, be removed. 
That is an improvement but also a 
whipsaw.

There is also a real danger that 
the administration’s “tough talk” 
could box it into avoidable conflicts 
by raising the stakes beyond what is 
needed or intended.

The claim that military actions 
in one theatre, such as Syria or 
Afghanistan, signal a credible threat 
to, or intimidate, different adversar-
ies in another theatre — North Korea 
or Iran — is far-fetched, although 
they might hearten allies.

Transactional, realistic and 
America-first approaches may look 
hard-nosed, nationalistic and tough 
but they can also be interpreted as 
reflecting a lack of American leader-
ship more than a reassertion of it. 
There is a strong argument they 
amount to a capitulation to existing 
regional realities without any effort 
to push back against or reshape 
them, resulting in an American 
approach that is shallow, opportun-
istic and, in its own way, effectively 
passive.

Washington remains deeply 
hampered, if not in some ways 
crippled, by the institutional and 
administrative weaknesses of this 
administration, particularly the lack 
of second- and third-tier leadership 
in key institutions, and extreme 
demoralisation, particularly at the 
State Department.

Finally, Trump has introduced, 
perhaps deliberately, an unheard-of 
level of unpredictability in American 
policy in the Middle East. He is said 
to value unpredictability and he 
clearly revels in chaos. That is nice 
for him but the United States seeks 
to serve as the quintessential status 
quo power and guarantor of regional 
security and stability in the Middle 
East.

Unpredictability might create cer-
tain unexpected opportunities and 
keep adversaries on their toes, but, 
very quickly, diminishing returns 
set in. Very quickly unpredictability 
destroys any agenda of maintaining 
order.

Unpredictability can work for 
disruptive, anti-status quo powers 
such as Iran or North Korea but it 
is devastatingly self-defeating for 
status quo powers.

Unless Washington completely 
redefines its role in the Middle East, 
Trump’s personal, political and 
policy unpredictability will continue 
to undermine, if not sabotage, the 
American regional agenda.

Hussein Ibish is a senior resident 
scholar at the Arab Gulf States 
Institute in Washington.
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can be 
interpreted 
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more than a 
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of it.

The level of policy incoherence 
remains overwhelming.

Caveats. US President Donald Trump speaks during the Arab Islamic American 
Summit in Riyadh, on May 21.                                                                                              (AFP)


